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Abstract 
Arlettaz, D., Universal bounds for the exponent of stable homotopy groups, Topology and its 
Applications 38 ( 1991) 255-261. 
Let X be an m-connected CW-complex and n an integer satisfying 2 s n s 2m. We prove that if 
the nth integral homology group of X is of finite exponent, then the nth homotopy group of X 
has also finite exponent, and we give a universal bound for this exponent. This provides for 
instance universal bounds for the exponent of the stable homotopy groups of Moore spaces. 
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Introductio 
Let X be an m-connected CW-complex (m 2 1) and X[n] its nth Postnikov 
section; we proved in [2] that the k-invariants of X, k”+‘(X) E H”+‘( X[ n - 11; T,,X), 
are cohomology classes of finite order for 2 sns2rn and we gave u 
for their order. More precisely, there exist positive integers Rj (j E 
R,,_,,k”“‘(X) = 0 for any m-connected CW-complex X, if 2 s n d 2m. 
In this paper we exploit this fact in showing the following: 
eorem, Let X be an m-connected CW-complex and n an integer satisfying 2 4 n s 2m. 
Zf the nth integral homology group of is offinite exponent h,, 9 then the dj ~~omotopy 
group of X has also finite exponent: R, __,,,h,,n,,X = 0. 
If H,( X; Z) = 0, it turns out t 
is a k-dimensional m-connected 
upper bound 
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on X (only on m) and that we do not need any finiteness condition on X. Let us 
mention that our argument succeeds only in stable dimensions. However, if X is 
an r-fold loop space, it is possible to extend our results to dimensions n s 2m + r, 
even if m = 0 (in particular to all values of cr if X is an infinite loop space). Using 
the same method we are also able to estimate the exponent of the homotopy groups 
of finite H-spaces for all even dimensions in the stable range. 
In the second part of the paper we consider the example of Moore spaces, i.e., 
simply connected spaces with only one nonvanishing integral homology group G: 
we obtain universal bounds [independent of G) for the exponent of the stable 
homotopy groups of Moore spaces. 
1. k-invariants and exponents for homotopy groups 
The purpose of the beginning of this section is to recall the main result of [2] on 
the order of certain k-invariants. We start by introducing some notation. 
Definition 1.1. For j a 1, let Lj denote the product of all prime numbers p such that 
there exists a sequence of nonnegative integers (a,, a?, a3, . . .) with 
(a) aI= Omod2p-2, ai= 1 or Omod2p-2 for ia2, 
(b) QiapQi+l for ia 1, 
(C) Cz, ai =j. 
For example L, = 1, L2 = 2, L3 = 2, L4 = 6, L5 = 6, L, = 2, . . . . Notice that Lj divides 
the product Mj of all primes p c j/2+ 1. These integers Lj occur in the study of the 
exponent of the stable homology groups of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces (cf. [6, 
expose 11, Theoreme 21): for any Abelian group G and for each integer s 2 2 one 
has Li-,H,(K(G, s); Z)=O for SC i~2~. 
Definition 1.2. Rj :=fli=,L.k forja2and Rj:=l forjsl. 
When j 2 2, remark that a prime number p divides Rj if and only if p s j/2+ 1. 
More precisely, the p-primary part (Rj)p of the integer Rj has the following 
properties: 
(a) for p = 2, (Rj), = 2’-’ ; 
(b) for an odd prime p, (Rj)p = 1 if j < 2p - 2 and (Rj)p c ~j-*@~ if j 3 2p - 2; for 
very large values of j (i.e., for j 2 2( pzp-” + pzpd4+ l l l + p3 + p’ -p + 3)) one has 
actually (Rj)p = pi-‘, where c is a constant depending on p. But on the other hand, 
for any positive integer t, (Rj)p s pi” if j is sufficiently small; for instance, we will 
use later the following inequality for p 3 5: (Rj)p <pI(j-‘)‘21 at least if 3 <j c 
2(P “-‘+pP-*+. . . + p'+- p) ([ ] denotes the integral part). 
All spaces we consider in this paper are connected simple CW-complexes. Let 
us call X[n] the nth Postnikov section of a space X: omplex obtaine 
from X by adjoining eel& of dimension [n]=O for j> n 
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and njX[n]G njX for j s n. The Postnikov k-invariants k”+‘(X) of X are maps 
X[ n - 1] + K (r,,X, n + 1) and thus cohomology classes in pi”+‘( X[ n - 11; n,,X), 
for n 3 2. The following result provides universal bounds for the order of the first 
k-invariants of iterated loop spaces. 
Theorem 1.3. Zf X is an m-connected r-fold loop space (m 3 0, r 3 O), then 
R,_,k”+‘(X)=O for 2~n~2m+r. 
A proof of this assertion was given in [2, Theorem 1.61, but it used the integers 
Mj instead of Lj in the definition of the numbers Rj, because this approximation 
was sufficient for the purpose of [2]. Let us also recall the following: 
Lemma 1.4 (cf. [l, Lemma 41). Let X be a connected simple CW-complex and 
assume that the k-invariant k”“(X) is a cohomology class of finite order s in 
H”+‘(X[n -I]; VEX). Then thereexistsa mapf: X + K(r,,X, n) such that theinduced 
homomorphism f* : ?r,,X + n,,X is multiplication by s. 
The existence of this map, together with the finiteness of the order of the 
k-invariants examined in Theorem 1.3, enables us to prove our main theorem which 
establishes a relationship between exponents for homology groups and exponents 
for homotopy groups. 
S. Let X be an m-connected r-fold loop space (m 2 0, r > 0) and n an 
integer with 2 s n s 2m + r. Zf there exists a positive integer h, such that h,H, (X; H) = 0, 
then 
R,_,,,h,7rnX = a. 
The bound R,_, does not depend on X; in particular, X is not 
necessarily a space of finite type. 
According to Theorem 1.3, the order of k*+‘(X) is finite and divides R,_,. 
Then the map f: X + K ( rr,X, n) given by Lemma 1.4 induces the following commuta- 
tive diagram 
L 
lT*X - T*M(7T*X, n) 
Hu I 
H*(X; Z) ‘* - H,(K(~nX, n); z), 
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xample 1.7. Let R be a ring with identity, GL( R) its infinite general inear group, 
E(R) the subgroup of GL( R) generated by elementary matrices, and BE(R)+ the 
space obtained by performing the plus construction on its classifying space; recall 
that BE(R)+ is a simply connected infinite loop space and that m”BE(R)+ = 
for n 3 2. We deduce from Theorem 1.5 the following conclusion for each n 2 2: if 
there exists an integer h, such that h,,H,, (E (R); Z) = 0, then R,_l h,K,,R = 0. 
Corollary 1.8. Let X be an m-connected r-fold loop space (m 2 0, r 2 0) and suppose 
that n is an integer satisfying m + 2 s n G 2m -I- r such that the CW-complex X has no 
n-dimensional cells. Then 
R, _ ,,q,X = 0. 
roof. This follows directly from the previous theorem since H,( X; Z) = 0. Cl 
Corollary 1.9. Let X be an m-connected r-fold loop space (m 2 0, r a 0) and assume 
that X is of finite dirmension k < 2m + r. Then 
R,_,q,X = 0 
fork+l<n<2m+r. 
If X is a finite H-space we may extend this result to all even values of n c 2m + r 
(cf. also [lo] for other information on the homotopy groups of finite H-spaces). 
Theorem 1.10. Consider a Jinite m-connected H-space which is an r-fold loop space 
(m30, ra0). Then 
R,_+,,X = 0 
for all even dimensions n such that 2 s n s 2m + r. 
roof. Let us look again at the diagram introduced in the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
According to [ 17, Corollary 2.21, the Hurewicz homomorphism Hu : T,,X + H,(X; Z) 
is zero if n is even, because X is a finite H-space; therefore the same is true for 
the composition Hu l f* . The proof is then complete since Hu l f* : n,,X + IT,,X is 
multiplication by a divisor of R,_, for 2 =S n G 2m + r. 0 
If m = 0 (and r 2 2) in Theorems 1.3, 1.5, 1 .lO or Corollaries 1.8, 1.9, 
it is possible (cf. 12, Theorem 2.41) to replace the ir eger R, by E, which is defined 
as follows: 
j& := 
RJ(n/2+ l), if n/2+ 1 is a prime, 
R II 9 otherwise. 
For example, & - 1 and we get: if X is a connected double loop space such that 
either X has no 2-dimensional cells or X is a finite complex, then w2X = 0 (for t 
case of a finite H-s ace cf. also 65, Theofe~~ (j,ll] or [ 17, Corollary 2.21). 
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The integers Rj (and Rj) introduced in this section provide universal 
upper bounds for the exponent of stable homotopy groups, but we do not claim 
that these bounds are best possible; however, each prime p dividing Rj must divide 
the corresponding best possible universal bound (but may be the power of p dividing 
Rj is too big). In order to prove this assertion, we check, for any integer j a 2 and 
any prime p dividing Rj (i.e., p s j/2+ l), the existence of integers n for which it 
is possible to construct an (n - j)-connected infinite loop space X satisfying 
H,(X; Z) = 0, pm,,X = 0 but =,,X Z 0. Indeed, let us consider any integer n > 
max(4p - 6, j - l), define s := n -2p + 3, and call X the fibre of the infinite loop map 
K(Zfp, s) + K(Zlp, n + 1) corresponding to the Steenrod operation P’ : W”(-; 
P/p)+ I#“+‘(-; Z/p); if p =2, we interpret P’ as Sq*. X is an (s- l)-connected 
infinite loop space (notice that s - 13 n -j) and the spectral sequence of this fibration 
produces the exact sequence 
where the first homomorphism on the left is surjective since the cohomology class 
corresponding to P’ is nontrivial (s 3 2), and H,( K (Z/p, s); Z) = 0 since n < 2s, 
n c s + 2p -2 (cf. [6, expose 111): consequently, H,(X; Z) = 0, but on the other 
hand rr,X = Z/p. 
oaopy groups of 
In this section we apply our results to Moore spaces, in particular to spheres, in 
order to deduce universal bounds for the exponent of their stable homotopy groups. 
Let M( G, k) be a Moore space of type (G, k), i.e., a simply connected space 
satisfying fij( M( G, k); Z) = G if j = k and 0 if j # k; here G is any Abelian group 
and k an integer 33. The conclusion of Theorem 1.5 for the space M(G, k) (with 
m=k-1 and r=O) is: 
R,_,+,q,M(G,k)=O if F+lcn<2k-2. 
It is possible to define stable homotopy groups for oore spaces: ~f( 6) := 
I&, T~+~M( G, k) = ri+kM(G, k) for k 3 i+2; we shall use the notation 7~: for 
n:(Z) = I& ni+kSk. The next theorem is a direct consequence of the above assertion 
for k=i+2 and n=2i+2. 
For any Abelian group G an for each integer i 2 
Ri+lTf( G) = 0. 
et us consider t 
number and t a positive integer; our argument i 
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and 
(Ri+l)prf(Z/p’) = 0 for i 2 1. 
The important point is that the integer (Ri+l), is independent of t. Several results 
have been obtained on this question (cf. [3, 7, 9, 141): for i 2 1 it is known that 
p’?ri(Zlp’) = 0 if p is odd or p =2 and ta2, and 4&(Z/2) =O. Thus, our result 
produces a better bound for the exponent of fli(h/p’) if i is small in comparison 
to t. 
xample 2.3. Finally, look at the k-dimensional sphere S” = M(Z, k) and conclude 
that 
R,-k+,~,s~ =0 for kz3, k+l<n<2k-2 
Ri+lni=O for ial. 
Since our bound is universal, we actually do not use here the fact that the space 
we are looking at is a sphere: therefore, we do not hope to get a good estimate for 
the exponent of stable homotopy groups of spheres (cf. also Remark 1.12), but we 
mention it as an example. However, let us compare this bound Ri+l with the 
information given in the literature (cf. [4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 161). 
If i < 2p -3, we obtain the well-known fact (cf. [ 16, 9 IV, Proposition 111) that 
(I& is trivial, since (Ri+,), = 1. 
If p = 2, then (Ri+,), = 2’ and our assertion becomes 2’( 7r& = 0: this was proven 
in [ll]; [15] produces a better bound and an even better estimate for the exponent 
of (T.& may be given by the following argument. Consider the homotopy commuta- 
tive diagram 
2k+l 2k+i 
Q0 S I pzmIWpZk 
I I 
fr=ZW (inclusion) 
fgSrn 
by the 
n;sa - G!“Z”(wP”, 
using a stable Hopf invariant, and the 2-local retraction of O”C”lFWp” to 
established in [I23: the iTage of ( ni+2k+lSZk+’ )2 in (w.;)~ is then annihilated 
suspension order of the identity for Z?rgeIWP2k. 
For odd primes p, it follows from [8] and [ 131 that pLi”]( &), = 0; according to 
Definition 1.2, notice that pri12] < (&.,),, for very large values of i, but on the 
other hand that ( i+l)p < pri’2J fop ~ sufficiently small (at least for 1 C i C 
2(pP==‘+p”%+. * * -f-p), if p 2 5): in this case, our result provides a better bou 
h we do not clai,m it is the best 
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